
HD Letterpress
High quality plates  
for dry offset applications 

More elaborate designs now possible 
Dry offset printing for conical/cylindrical pack-
aging, such as e.g. beverage and aerosol can 
decoration, brings some unique challenges when 
it comes to achieving the highest print quality. 

The “wet-on-wet” ink transfer presents several 
distinct printing problems that must be properly 
addressed in prepress before your packaging 
can truly stand out on the shelf! 

Esko has developed HD Letterpress; a superb 
imaging solution for HD Letterpress plates that 
helps you overcome some typical challenges in 
dry offset printing.



Best in class 
productivity 
Apart from the signif icantly improved image 
and plate quality the HD Letterpress system 
offers you high productivity and reliability in 
your entire production process.

Compared to other traditional CTP technologies, 
the HD Letterpress CDI is up to six times faster 
when it comes to imaging and exposing. This 
makes it one of the most eff icient processes 
on the market today.

The benefits of 
HD Letterpress

 • Highly improved image quality and details, 
compared to the standard – your cans stand 
out on the shelves!

 • Up to 6 x higher imaging speed than other CTP 
technologies. This means higher productivity.

 • Up to 50% more cost-effective when compared 
to other CTP technologies.

 • Higher repeatability: HD Letterpress  allows 
you to produce highly consistent plates; each 
job is as the next.

 • Sustainable technology: UV exposure is the 
present and the future. Traditional bank lights 
are a thing of the past.

 • Less ink build-up means less print stops for 
plate cleaning.

What is HD Letterpress?
Esko’s letterpress functionality for the CDI, with a magnetic drum for steel-
back plate making, has been significantly improved by adding the Inline UV 
exposure option.

More elaborate designs
Thanks to the new Inline UV exposure and high 
resolution imaging, HD Letterpress over comes 
some of the challenges for dry offset printing: 
smooth highlights, clean printing of text; and fine 
positive and negative linework are now possible.

With HD Letterpress you can use outstanding 
print designs for your products even though 
using the “wet-on-wet” printing method - so your 
product can truly attract attention.

Inline UV
HD Letterpress comes with digital Inline UV head 
which is specially developed to hold smallest 
details on a dry offset plate.

 • It is using UV LED diodes that offer consistency 
over thousands of operation hours.

 • The special optical system of the Inline UV 
head makes sure that each area of the plate 
gets exactly the same amount  of UV light.

 • This ensures utmost quality and consistency, 
from image to image and plate to plate.

High resolution optics
HD Letterpress also includes high resolution 
optics for 4000dpi imaging. This generates three 
times more pixel data for every printing dot than 
standard 2400ppi/2540ppi imaging resolutions. 

 • The printed image is much more precise, 
showing much higher detail sharpness and 
image contrast. 

 • Much finer highlights and smooth gradients 
in the whole tonal scale. 

 • A full tonal range ensures much greater detail 
throughout.

Imaging on a CDI with 
Inline UV

Imaging at 2400 dpi

Imaging at 4000 dpi
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Why choose HD Letterpress?

More elaborate designs 
now possible on cans 

Smooth gradients in the 
whole tonal scale

Improved (smaller) 
highlights on plate and 
print

Improvement of fine lines 
and negative text 

Smaller text is easier to 
read

100% guaranteed 
repeatability from image to 
image, from plate to plate 
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